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Abstract. Traditionally, machine learning algorithms such as decision treelearn-
ers have employed attribute-value representations. From the early 80’s on people
have started to explore Prolog as a representation formalism for machine learn-
ing, an area which came to be called inductive logic programming (ILP). With
hindsight, however, Prolog may not have been the best choice, since it can be
argued that types and functions, well known from functional programming, are
essential ingredients of the individual-centred representations employed in ma-
chine learning. Consequently, a combined functional logic language is a better
vehicle for learning with a rich representation. In this talk I will illustrate this by
means of the higher-order functional logic programming language Escher.T h e
paper concentrates on giving a leisurely introduction to ILP.
1 Introduction
Inductive logic programming has its roots in concept learning from examples, a rela-
tively straightforward form of induction that has been studied extensively by machine
learning researchers [23]. The aim of concept learning is to discover, from a given set
of pre-classiﬁed examples, a set of classiﬁcation rules with high predictive power. For
many concept learning tasks, so-called attribute-value languages have sufﬁcient repre-
sentational power. An example of an attribute-value classiﬁcation rule is
IF Outlook = Sunny AND Humidity = High THEN PlayTennis = No
A learned concept deﬁnition would consist of several of such rules. Learning a boolean
concept can be generalised to multi-class classiﬁcation problems, where one would
learn a set of rules for each class. (In contrast, in concept learning we are usually not
interested in learning rules for the complement of the concept.)
When objects are structured and consist of several related parts, we need a richer
representation formalism with variables to refer to those parts. In the 1980’s machine
learning researchers started exploring the use of logic programming representations,
which led to the establishmentof inductivelogic programming(ILP) [30]as a subdisci-
plineat theintersectionofmachinelearningandcomputationallogic.Recent yearshave
seen a steady increase in ILP research, as well as numerous applications to practical
problems like data mining and scientiﬁc discovery – see [2,6] for an overview of such
applications. Successful ILP applications include drug design [16], protein secondarystructure prediction [29], mutagenicity prediction [38], carcinogenesis prediction [39],
medical diagnosis[24],discoveryof qualitative modelsin medicine [11],ﬁnite-element
mesh design [5], telecommunications [37], natural language processing [25], recover-
ing software speciﬁcations [3], and many others. Detailed surveys of ILP are provided
by [18,30], while [19] offers an extensive overview of on-line available systems and
datasets, as well as a bibliography with nearly 600 entries. [28,4] are collections of
research papers. http://www.cs.bris.ac.uk/˜ILPnet2/ is a good starting
place for web searches.
2 Inductive Logic Programming
In this section we give a tutorial introduction to the main forms of predictive induc-
tive logic programming.1 One instance of a predictive ILP problem concerns the in-
ductive construction of an intensional predicate deﬁnition (a set of Horn clauses with
a single predicate in the head) from a selection of ground instances of the predicate.
More generally, there can be several predicates whose deﬁnitions are to be learned,
also called foreground predicates or observables. In the general case, this requires suit-
ably deﬁned auxiliary or background predicates (simple recursive predicates such as
member/2 and append/3 notwithstanding). The induced set of rules or inductive
hypothesis then provides an intensional connection between the foreground predicates
and the background predicates; we will sometimes call such rules foreground rules.
We will also use the terms facts to refer to extensional knowledge, and rules to refer
to intensional knowledge. The terms ‘knowledge’ or ‘theory’ may refer to both facts
and rules. Thus, predictive induction infers foregroundrules from foregroundfacts and
background theory.
Deﬁnition 1 (Predictive ILP). Let PF and NF be sets of ground facts over a set of
foreground predicates F, called the positive examples and the negative examples,r e -
spectively. Let TB,t h ebackground theory, be a set of clauses over a set of background
predicates B. Let L be a language bias specifying a hypothesis languageHL over F
[B
(i.e., a set of clauses). A predictive ILP task consists in ﬁnding a hypothesis H
￿ HL
such that
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The subscripts F and B are often dropped, if the foregroundand backgroundpredicates
are understood. We will sometimes refer to all examples collectively as E.
Deﬁnition 1 is under-speciﬁed in a number of ways. First, it doesn’t rule out trivial
solutions like H
= P unless this is excluded by the language bias (which is not often
the case since the language bias cannot simply exclude ground facts, because they are
required by certain recursive predicate deﬁnitions). Furthermore, the deﬁnition doesn’t
capture the requirement that the inductive hypothesis correctly predicts unseen exam-
ples. It should therefore be seen as a general framework, which needs to be further
instantiated to capture the kinds of ILP tasks addressed in practice. We proceed by
brieﬂy discussing a number of possible variations, indicating which of these we can
handle with the approach proposed in this chapter.
1 Thealternativeformof descriptiveILP,which isnot primarilyaimedatclassiﬁcation, isoutside
the scope of this paper.Clauses in T and H are often restricted to deﬁnite clauses with only positive literals
in the body. Some ILP algorithms are able to deal with normal clauses which allow
negative literals in the body. One can go a step further and allow negation over several
related literals in the body (so-called features).
In a typical predictive ILP task, there is a single foregroundpredicate to be learned,
often referred to as the target predicate. In contrast, multiple predicate learning oc-
curs when
jF
j
> 1. Multiple predicate learning is hard if the foreground predicates are
mutuallydependent,i.e.,ifoneforegroundpredicateactsasanauxiliarypredicatetoan-
other foreground predicate, because in that case the auxiliary predicate is incompletely
speciﬁed. Approachesto dealing with incompletebackgroundtheory,such as abductive
concept learning [14], can be helpful here. Alternatively, multiple predicate learning
may be more naturally handled by a descriptive ILP approach, which is not intended at
learning of classiﬁcation rules but at learning of properties or constraints that hold for
E given T. The problems of learning recursive rules, where a foreground predicate is
its own auxiliary predicate, are related to the problems of multiple predicate learning.
Deﬁnition 1 only applies to boolean classiﬁcation problems. The deﬁnition could
be extended to multi-class problems, by supplying the foreground predicate with an
extra argument indicating the class. In such a case, a set of rules has to be learned
for each class. It follows that we can also distinguish binary classiﬁcation problems in
which both the positive and negative class have to be learned explicitly (rather than by
negation-as-failure,as in the deﬁnition).
In individual-centred domains there is a notion of individual, e.g. molecules or
trains, and learning occurs on the level of individuals only. Usually, individuals are
represented by a single variable, and the foreground predicates are either unary pred-
icates concerning boolean properties of individuals, or binary predicates assigning an
attribute-value or a class-value to each individual. Local variables referring to parts of
individuals are introduced by so-called structural predicates. Individual-centred repre-
sentations allow for a strong language bias for feature construction. On the other hand,
most program synthesis tasks lack a clear notion of individual. Consider, for instance,
the deﬁnition of reverse/2: if lists are seen as individuals – which seems most nat-
ural – the clauses are not classiﬁcation rules; if pairs of lists are seen as individuals,
turning the clauses into boolean classiﬁcation rules, the learning system will have to
rediscover the fact that the output list is determined by the input list.
Sometimes a predictive ILP task is unsolvable with the given background theory,
but solvable if an additional backgroundpredicate is introduced. For instance, in Peano
arithmetic multiplicationis not ﬁnitely axiomatisableunless the deﬁnitionof addition is
available. The process of introducing additional backgroundpredicates during learning
is called predicate invention.Predicate inventioncan also be seen as an extremeform of
multiple predicate learning where some of the foregroundpredicates have no examples
at all.
An initial foreground H0 may be given to the learner as a starting point for hy-
pothesis construction. Such a situation occurs e.g., in incremental learning, where ex-
amples become available one-by-one and are processed sequentially. Equivalently, we
can perceive this as a situation where the background theory also partially deﬁnes the
foregroundpredicate(s). This is usually referred to as theory revision.After having considered the general form that predictive ILP problems may take,
we now turn our attention to predictiveILP algorithms.Broadly speaking, there are two
approaches.Onecaneitherstart fromshortclauses,progressivelyaddingliteralsto their
bodiesas long as they are foundto be overlygeneral (top-downapproaches);or one can
start from long clauses, progressively removingliterals until they would become overly
general (bottom-up approaches). Below, we illustrate the main ideas by means of some
simpliﬁed examples.
2.1 Top-down induction
Basically, top-down induction is a generate-then-test approach. Hypothesis clauses are
generated in a pre-determined order, and then tested against the examples. Here is an
example run of a ﬁctitious incremental top-down ILP system:
example action clause
+m(a,[a,b]) add clause m(X,Y)
-m(x,[a,b]) specialise: try m(X,[])
try m(X,[V|W])
try m(X,[X|W])
+m(b,[b]) do nothing
+m(b,[a,b]) add clause: try m(X,[V|W])
try...
try m(X,[V|W]):-m(X,W)
The hypothesis is initialised with the most general deﬁnition of the target predicate.
After seeing the ﬁrst negative example, this clause is specialised by constraining the
second argument.Several possibilities have to be tried beforewe stumble upon a clause
that covers the positive example but not the negative one. Fortunately, the second posi-
tiveexampleisalsocoveredbythisclause.Athirdpositiveexamplehowevershowsthat
the deﬁnition is still incomplete, which means that a new clause has to be added. The
system may ﬁnd such a clause by returningto a previouslyrefuted clause and specialise
it in a different way, in this case by adding a literal to its body.
The resulting clause being recursive,testing it against the examplesmeans querying
the predicate to be learned. Since in our example the base case had been found already
this doesn’tpose anyproblem;however,this requiresthatthe recursiveclause is learned
last, which is not always under control of the teacher. Moreover, if the recursive clause
that is being tested is incorrect, such as m(X,Y):-m(Y,X), this may lead to non-
termination problems. An alternative approach, known as extensional coverage, is to
query the predicate to be learned against the examples. Notice that this approach would
succeed here as well because of the second positive example.
The approach illustrated here is basically that of Shapiro’s Model Inference System
[35,36], an ILP system avant la lettre (the term ‘inductive logic programming’ was
coined in 1991 by Muggleton [27]). MIS is an incremental top-down system that per-
formsacompletebreadth-ﬁrstsearchofthespaceofpossibleclauses. Shapirocalledhis
specialisation operator a reﬁnement operator, a term that is still in use today (see [17]foran extensiveanalysisof reﬁnementoperators).A muchsimpliﬁedPrologimplemen-
tation of MIS can be found in [7]. Another well-known top-down system is Quinlan’s
FOIL [34].
Asthepreviousexampleshows,clausescanbe specialisedin twoways:byapplying
a substitution, and by adding a body literal. This is formalised by the relation of q-
subsumption, which establishes a syntactic notion of generality.
Deﬁnition 2 (q-subsumption). A clause C1 q-subsumes a clause C2 iff there is a sub-
stitution q such that all literals inC1q occur inC2.2
q-subsumption is reﬂexive and transitive, but not antisymmetric (e.g., p(X):-q(X)
and p(X):-q(X),q(Y) q-subsume each other). It thus deﬁnes a pre-order on the
set of clauses, i.e., a partially ordered set of equivalence classes. If we deﬁne a clause
to be reduced if it does not q-subsume any of its subclauses, then every equivalence
class contains a reduced clause that is unique up to variable renaming. The set of these
equivalence classes forms a lattice, i.e., two clauses have a unique least upper bound
and greatest lower bound under q-subsumption. We will refer to the least upper bound
of two clauses under q-subsumption as their q-LGG (least general generalisation under
q-subsumption). Note that the lattice does contain inﬁnite descending chains.
Clearly, if C1 q-subsumes C2 then C1 entails C2, but the reverse is not true. For
instance, consider the following clauses:
nat(s(X)):-nat(X).
nat(s(s(Y))):-nat(Y).
nat(s(s(Z))):-nat(s(Z)).
Every model of the ﬁrst clause is necessarily a model of the other two, both of which
are therefore entailed by the ﬁrst. However, the ﬁrst clause q-subsumes the third (sub-
stitute s(Z) for X) but not the second. Gottlob characterises the distinction between
q-subsumption and entailment [10]: basically,C1 q-subsumesC2 without entailing it if
the resolution proof ofC2 fromC1 requires to useC1 more than once.
It seems that the entailment ordering is the one to use, in particular when learning
recursive clauses. Unfortunately, the least upper bound of two Horn clauses under en-
tailment is not deﬁned. The reason is simply that, generally speaking, this least upper
bound would be given by the disjunction of the two clauses, but this may not be a Horn
clause.Furthermore,generalisationsunderentailmentarenoteasilycalculated,whereas
generalisation and specialisation under q-subsumption are simple syntactic operations.
Finally, entailment between clauses is undecidable, whereas q-subsumption is decid-
able (but NP-complete). For these reasons, ILP systems usually employ q-subsumption
rather than entailment. Idestam-Almquist deﬁnes a stronger form of entailment called
T-implication, which remedies some of the shortcomings of entailment [12,13].
2 This deﬁnition, and the term q-subsumption, was introduced in the context of induction by
Plotkin [32,33]. In theorem proving the above version is termed subsumption, whereas q-
subsumption indicates a special case in which the number of literals of the subsumant does not
exceed the number of literals of the subsumee [21].2.2 Bottom-up induction
Whiletop-downapproachessuccessivelyspecialiseaverygeneralstartingclause,bottom-
up approaches generalise a very speciﬁc bottom clause. Again we illustrate the main
ideas by means of a simple example. Consider the following four ground facts:
a([1,2],[3,4],[1,2,3,4]). a([2],[3,4],[2,3,4]).
a([a],[],[a]) a([],[],[]).
Upon inspection we may conjecture that these ground facts are pairwise related by one
recursion step, i.e., the following two clauses may be ground instances of the recursive
clause in the deﬁnition of a/3:
a([1,2],[3,4],[1,2,3,4]):-
a([2],[3,4],[2,3,4]).
a([a],[],[a]):-
a([],[],[]).
All that remains to be done is to construct the q-LGG of these two ground clauses,
which in this simple case can be constructed by anti-uniﬁcation. This is the dual of
uniﬁcation, comparing subterms at the same position and turning them into a variable
if they differ. To ensure that the resulting inverse substitution is the least general anti-
uniﬁer, we only introduce a new variable if the pair of different subterms has not been
encountered before. We obtain the following result:
a([A|B],C,[A|D]):-
a(B,C,D).
whichiseasilyrecognisedastherecursiveclauseinthestandarddeﬁnitionofappend/3.
In general things are of course much less simple. One of the main problems is to
select the rightgroundliteralsfroma muchlargerset. Supposenowthat we knowwhich
head literals to choose, but not which body literals. One approach is to simply lump all
literals together in the bodies of both ground clauses:
a([1,2],[3,4],[1,2,3,4]):-
a([1,2],[3,4],[1,2,3,4]),a([a],[],[a]),
a([],[],[]),a([2],[3,4],[2,3,4]).
a([a],[],[a]):-
a([1,2],[3,4],[1,2,3,4]),a([a],[],[a]),
a([],[],[]),a([2],[3,4],[2,3,4]).
Since bodies of clauses are, logically speaking, unordered, the q-LGG is obtained by
anti-unifying all possible pairs of body literals, keeping in mind the variables that were
introducedwhen anti-unifyingthe heads. Thus, the bodyof the resulting clause consists
of 16 literals:
a([A|B],C,[A|D]):-
a([1,2],[3,4],[1,2,3,4]),a([A|B],C,[A|D]),a(W,C,X),a([S|B],[3,4],[S,T,U|V]),
a([R|G],K,[R|L]),a([a],[],[a]),
a(Q,[],Q),a([P],K,[P|K]),a(N,K,O),
a(M,[],M),a([],[],[]),a(G,K,L),
a([F|G],[3,4],[F,H,I|J]),a([E],C,[E|C]),
a(B,C,D),a([2],[3,4],[2,3,4]).
After having constructed this bottom clause, our task is now to generalise it by
throwing out as many literals as possible. To begin with, we can remove the ground
literals, since they are our original examples. It also makes sense to remove the body
literal that is identical to the head literal, since it turns the clause into a tautology. More
substantially, it is reasonable to require that the clause is connected, i.e., that each body
literal shares a variable with either the head or another body literal that is connected to
the head. This allows us to remove another 7 literals, so that the clause becomes
a([A|B],C,[A|D]):-
a(W,C,X),a([S|B],[3,4],[S,T,U|V]),a([E],C,[E|C]),a(B,C,D).
Until now we have not made use of any negative examples. They may now be used to
test whetherthe clause becomesoverlygeneral,if some of its bodyliterals are removed.
Another, less crude way to get rid of body literals is to place restrictions upon the exis-
tential variables they introduce. For instance, we may require that they are determinate,
i.e., have only one possible instantiation given an instantiation of the head variables and
preceding determinate literals.
The approach illustrated here is essentially the one taken by Muggleton and Feng’s
Golem system [26] (again, a much simpliﬁed Prolog implementation can be found in
[7]). Although Golem has been successfully applied to a range of practical problems,
it has a few shortcomings. One serious restriction is that it requires ground background
knowledge. Furthermore, all ground facts are lumped together, whereas it is generally
possible to partition them according to the examples (e.g., the fact a([a],[],[a])
has clearlynothingto dowith the fact a([2],[3,4],[2,3,4])).Both restrictions
are lifted in Muggleton’scurrent ILP system Progol [31]. Essentially, Progolconstructs
a bottom clause for a selected exampleby adding its negationto the (non-ground)back-
ground theory and deriving all entailed negated body literals. By means of mode dec-
larations this clause is generalised as much as possible; the resulting body literals are
then used in a top-down reﬁnement search, guided by a heuristic which measures the
amount of compression the clause achieves relative to the examples (see the next sec-
tion on heuristics). Progol is thus a hybrid bottom-up/top-down system. It has been
successfully applied to a number of scientiﬁc discovery problems.
The examples we used above to illustrate top-down and bottom-up ILP algorithms
concerned inductive synthesis of simple recursive programs. While illustrative, these
examples are non-typical of many ILP approaches which perform classiﬁcation rather
than program synthesis, use an individual-centred representation, and employ back-
ground knowledge rather than recursion. An example of this kind of ILP problem will
be given in the next section, where we will also introduce the Escher representation.3L e a r n i n g i n E s c h e r
Consider the followinglearningproblemfrom[22]. The learningtask is to discoverlow
size-complexityPrologprogramsforclassifyingtrainsasEastboundorWestbound.The
problem is illustrated in Figure 1.
1. TRAINS GOING EAST 2. TRAINS GOING WEST
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Fig.1. The ten train East-West challenge.
Each train consists of 2-4 cars; the cars have attributes like shape (rectangular,oval,
u-shaped, ...), length (long, short), number of wheels (2, 3), type of roof (none, peaked,
jagged, ...), shape of load (circle, triangle, rectangle, ...), and number of loads (1-3).
A possible rule distinguishing between eastbound and westbound trains is ‘a train is
eastbound if it contains a short closed car, and westbound otherwise’.
3.1 Prolog representations
Datalog is a subset of Prolog in which the only functors are of arity 0 (i.e., constants).
This simpliﬁes inference as uniﬁcation only needs to be performed between two vari-
ables, or between a variable and a constant. Similarly, it simpliﬁes the specialisation
and generalisation operators in ILP. The drawback is a loss of structure, as aggregation
mechanisms such as lists are not available. Structured objects need to be represented
indirectly, by introducing names for their parts.
A Datalog representation of the ﬁrst train in Figure 1 is as follows.
eastbound(t1).
hasCar(t1,c11). hasCar(t1,c12).
cshape(c11,rect). cshape(c12,rect).
clength(c11,short). clength(c12,long).
croof(c11,none). croof(c12,none).
cwheels(c11,2). cwheels(c12,3).
hasLoad(c11,l11). hasLoad(c12,l12).lshape(l11,circ). lshape(l12,hexa).
lnumber(l11,1). lnumber(l12,1).
hasCar(t1,c13). hasCar(t1,c14).
cshape(c13,rect). cshape(c14,rect).
clength(c13,short). clength(c14,long).
croof(c13,peak). croof(c14,none).
cwheels(c13,2). cwheels(c14,2).
hasLoad(c13,l13). hasLoad(c14,l14).
lshape(l13,tria). lshape(l14,rect).
lnumber(l13,1). lnumber(l14,3).
Using this representation, the above hypothesis would be written as
eastbound(T):-hasCar(T,C),clength(C,short),not croof(C,none).
Testing whether this hypothesiscorrectly classiﬁes the example amounts to provingthe
query ?-eastbound(t1) from the hypothesis and the description of the example
(i.e., all ground facts minus its classiﬁcation).
In full Prolog we can use terms to represent individuals. The following representa-
tions uses functors to represent cars and loads as tuples, and lists to represent a train as
a sequence of cars.
eastbound([car(rect,short,none,2,load(circ,1)),
car(rect,long, none,3,load(hexa,1)),
car(rect,short,peak,2,load(tria,1)),
car(rect,long, none,2,load(rect,3))]).
In this representation, the hypothesis given before is expressed as follows:
eastbound(T):-member(C,T),arg(2,C,short),not arg(3,C,none).
Strictly speaking, this representation is not equivalent to the previous ones because
we nowencodethe orderof carsin a train.We couldencodethe orderof carsin the Dat-
alogrepresentationbyusingthepredicateshasFirstCar(T,C)andnextCar(C1,C2)
instead of hasCar(T,C). Alternatively, we can ignore the order of cars in the term
representation by only using the member/2 predicate, effectively turning the list into
a set. From the point of view of hypotheses, the two hypothesis representations are
isomorphic: hasCar(T,C) corresponds to member(C,T), clength(C,short)
correspondstoarg(2,C,short),andcroof(C,none)correspondstoarg(3,C,none).
Thus, Datalog and term representations look very different concerning examples, and
very similar concerning hypotheses.
3.2 Escher representation
The term representation has the advantage that all information pertaining to an individ-
ual is kept together. Moreover, the structure of the terms can be used to guide hypothe-
sis construction, as there is an immediate connection between the type of an individualand the predicate(s) used to refer to parts of the individuals. This connection between
term structure and hypothesis construction is obviated by using a strongly typed lan-
guage [8]. The following representation uses a Haskell-like language called Escher,
which is a higher order logic and functional programming language [20].
eastbound :: Train->Bool;
type Train = [Car];
type Car = (CShape,CLength,CRoof,CWheels,Load);
data CShape = Rect | Hexa | ...;
data CLength = Long | Short;
data CRoof = None | Peak | ...;
type CWheels = Int;
type Load = (LShape,LNumber);
data LShape = Circ | Hexa | ...;
type LNumber = Int;
eastbound([(Rect,Short,None,2,(Circ,1)),
(Rect,Long, None,3,(Hexa,1)),
(Rect,Short,Peak,2,(Tria,1)),
(Rect,Long, None,2,(Rect,3))]) = True;
The important part here is the type signature. The ﬁrst line deﬁnes eastbound as
a function mapping trains to booleans. The lines starting with type deﬁne type syn-
onyms (i.e., the type signature could be rewritten without them). The lines starting with
data deﬁne algebraic datatypes; here, they are simply enumerated types. The actual
representation of an example is very similar to the Prolog term representation, except
that it is an equation rather than a fact. Notice that functionsare more natural to express
classiﬁcation rules than predicates.
The hypothesis is now expressed as follows:
eastbound(t) = (exists \c -> member(c,t) &&
proj2(c)==Short && proj3(c)!=None)
Here, the phrase exists \c -> stands for explicit existential quantiﬁcation of vari-
able c,a n dproj2 and proj3 project on the second and third componentof a 5-tuple
representing a car, respectively. Again, the hypothesis is structurally similar to the Pro-
log one. However, the main point about strongly typed representations is that the type
signature is available to the learning algorithm to guide hypothesis construction.
The term perspective gives us a clear view on the relation between attribute-value
learning (AVL) and ﬁrst- and higher-order learning. In AVL, examples are represented
by tuplesof constants.Hypothesesare builtbyreferringto one ofthe componentsofthe
tuple by means of projection, followed by a boolean condition on that component (e.g.,
being equal to a constant).3 First-order representations such as Prolog generalise this
3 In practice this projection is not explicitly used, as any condition on a component of the tuple
can be equivalently written as a condition on the tuple. The resulting rule will then have the
same variable in all literals. Such rules could be called semi-propositional, as the only role
of the variable is to distinguish hypotheses from examples. This explains why attribute-value
learning is often loosely called propositional learning.by allowing lists and other recursive types, as well as an arbitrary nesting of subtypes
(e.g., an individual could be a tuple, one component of which could be a list of tuples).
Higher-order representations generalise this further by allowing sets and multisets.4
FurtherexamplesillustratingtheEscherrepresentationcanbefoundin[8].Ahigher-
order decision tree learner is described in [1], and a higher-order evolutionary progam-
ming system in [15].
4 Concluding remarks
This paper has provided an introduction to ILP for non-machine learners. We have also
given an example of a learning problem represented in Escher. In the talk I will outline
the speciﬁc advantages of using a language like Escher for learning.
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